
Environment Council of Rhode Island

!  
Membership Meeting, Dept. of Admin. Bldg., Conference Room B 
February 4, 2019, 5:30 PM – 7:30 PM 

Attendees: Priscilla De LaCruz, Meg Kerr, Judee Burr, Jen West, Michelle Beaudin, Richard Dionne, 
Lauren Moore, Amy Moses, John Berard, Polly Barey, Barry Schiller, Angel Lopez, Emily Koo, Michael 
Roles, Hank Webster, Mal Skowron, Kai Salem, Sue Korte, Eugenia Marks, Kenneth Filarski, Nicole 
DiPaolo, Greg Gerritt 

Agenda: 
▪ Approval of minutes 
▪ Office report (Greg Gerritt) 

o Resolution for NWF on no new fossil fuel infrastructure 
▪ President’s report (Meg Kerr) 
▪ Presentations:   

o Environmental Literacy Assessment and Advocacy (Jen West, RIEEA) 
o Discussion of ECRI Retreat and next steps (Judee Burr, Priscilla De La Cruz) (30 min) 

▪ Reports: Pol Comm  (John Berard) 
▪ Reports from ECRI fiscal agency projects 

o Green Infrastructure Coalition 
o Energize Coalition 
o School Recycling Club/Triple M Productions (Chris Ratcliffe) 

▪ Announcements (all) 

Minutes: 

1. Approval of Minutes 

Rich Dionne moves to approve the minutes, Sue Korte seconds. All in favor, Priscilla abstains. Minutes are 
approved. 

2. Office report (Greg Gerritt) 

• Balances: ECRI 2/4/19 $32,073.92   2/4/18  $29,712.67 
• Ed Fund office account:  2/4/19  $49,168.74  2/4/18  $48,673.74 
• Compost Conference is March 14, 2019. 
• Compost conference income to date: $2,452.90   40 registered, but changing fast as program is mostly 

set and exhibitors have been contacted.  More coming in.  
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• 10th annual conference, so Morning Plenary will be 5 quick takes from people with years of experience 
in RI compost as to changes in the last 10 years.  

• Volunteers for registration desk at conference and for Tisdale raffle tickets for 15 minutes at lunch at 
LWP Summit (March 9) 

• Winners this year San Miguel School for a compost project, Woonasquatucket River Watershed Council 
on insect hotels, Henry Barnard School to make a video about composting at RIC 

• Annual meeting June 4 Monday in NRI on solar siting.  We shall be seeking sponsors and ads over the 
next month or so, speakers, 1 is set, Pondering the other. Committee meets this week. 

• Working on how-to lists for various ECRI events and office functions and some regularization of 
procedures. 

• If you have prizes you would like to donate for the Tisdale Raffle, please contact Greg. 
• Date for Lobby Day: April 11, 2019 

Resolution for NWF on no new fossil fuel infrastructure 
• A copy of the resolution was provided in the meeting packet 
• This is the third year that ECRI has advanced this resolution to the NWF – Greg feels that NWF is not 

likely to pass this this year, but it is a good and respectful way to introduce this conversation to the 
federation 

• This has minor changes from last year’s resolution 
• Greg reports positive feedback from last year, even though it did not pass. Greg says the western 

affiliates are not ready to vote in favor of this but Greg wants to talk to some affiliate 
• Eugenia Marks moves to pass the request to bring this resolution to NWF, Ken Filarski seconds. All in 

favor. The resolution passes unanimously. 

3. President’s report (Meg Kerr) 

• ExComm voted electronically in favor of opposing offshore drilling, Meg can share the letter if needed 
• Energize Coalition, a fiscal agency project of ECRI. ECRI put money towards getting legal support to 

untangle some troubles with the coalition, the results of which ExComm will be discussing next week. 
• This flagged issues with ECRI administration in general, which Meg will meet with Greg to address. 
• Challenges with the Energize Coalition brought up issues with fiscal agency, which ExComm will be 

examining. 

4. Presentations:   

Environmental Literacy Assessment and Advocacy (Jen West, RIEEA) 
• Rhode Island Environmental Education Association, Jen is on the board 
• RIEEA received a grant to conduct an assessment for environmental literacy (AEL) in Rhode Island 
• Jen is facilitating a series of 6 community forums to expand RIEEA’s reach to new sectors and getting 

input on their priorities and needs 
• RIEEA held a summit in 2015 to brainstorm who the other environmental education entities in RI are. 6 

sectors identified are: advocacy, agriculture, education, health, environment, and business. 
• RIEEA is going to look at organizations or coalitions in these 6 sectors to do this assessment, hold 

forums for each sector 
• Jen is looking for feedback today on how to hold these forums, and where.  
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• RIEEA is partnering with Lifespan in the health sector, they are already holding forums so RIEEA is 
jumping on to those existing meetings. 

• What is the outcome? The AEL will be a tool that can be used in the classroom and fits in with various 
curricula. This will not be a test, it will be more like an online game in which students make decisions 
about a community. Middle school or early high school age group. 

• Community forums will inform the development of the tool and also be an outreach tool for RIEEA. 
Asking different questions based on sector. Not asking people to come to a forum to help with a tool – 
that’s not exciting – but holding forums to talk about environmental literacy more broadly and get to 
know the needs and priorities of these different sectors. Will apply this knowledge to a tool as a next 
step. 

• Can what was presented to the RI foundation be shared? Discussion of whether or not the forums should 
be explicitly about the tool. 

• Jen wondering if ECRI could help RIEEA devise the forum and advertising for it 
• Should ECRI be a partner? Discussion of whether this makes sense. Whether or not ECRI is a formal 

partner, we can assist with outreach. 
• These forums need to be done by the end of May. Suggestion to avoid school vacation weeks. 
• Send comments about content and dates to Jen West. 

Discussion of ECRI Retreat and next steps (Judee Burr, Priscilla De La Cruz) 
• Overview of retreat sessions: (1) visioning, goal-setting and planning; (2) diversity & equity in ECRI; 

and (3) increasing participation and expanding membership. 
• Major themes from Session 1 (Visioning, Goal-setting, Planning): (1) using ECRI’s coalition-based 

political power; and (2) A call for an ECRI that can organize, communicate, and build community. 
• Major themes from Session 2 (Diversity & Equity in ECRI): (1) facilitate conversations about equity 

among membership and mobilize members to do more; (2) set clear goals for bridging gaps in 
communication and supporting environmental justice actions. 

• In Session 3, we asked ourselves questions about our participation in ECRI: “Why did you join ECRI, 
and what is its value to you as a member?” “What makes or would make an ECRI event exciting for you 
to attend?” “What ECRI events do you want to lead?” Finally, we thought about bringing new people 
into the coalition, asking: “Who do you want to be a member of ECRI who isn’t yet and how can we 
attract new members?”  

• How do we apply these new ideas? some actions can be shifts in planning & behavior by current 
leadership - but others require MORE and NEW leaders to make a reality. 

• Overall retreat themes: 
o Emphasize environmental justice 
o Build community 
o Harness coalition power 

• Discussion of suggested actions that emerged from the retreat and other ideas 
Results of the Discussion 
• Kai started coming to ECRI as a student and wanted to come to ECRI to connect with communities 

beyond academic walls. That worked – ECRI does have ability to build power. But I have a broader 
vision for ECRI that expands the vision of environmentalism. Kai suggests changing locations and 
thinking about what’s on the agenda. 

• John and Ken spoke about capacity issues. John feels low on bandwidth, wants to think about how to 
find that capacity – can we pay someone part time? Let’s think about the logistics of how to make this 
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happen. Is there a grant that we can apply for? Those who are actively engaged in ECRI don’t want to 
add another unfunded. 

• Doing one or two meetings at a different location. Meeting at the Knight library in South Providence 
with a topic of neighborhood significance. But moving from place to place all the time comes from 
serious logistics issues. 

• Priscilla: Think about a punch list of what we want from a meeting space. 
• Emily Koo: Think about how to center which members we feature and are involved, who the work 

revolves around at each meeting. 
• Eugenia: Capacity issue is worth following up on. We had an opportunity in the fall to help the EJ 

league to apply for an EPA grant, but we didn’t have a part-time person to offer to help them. So there 
are serious capacity issues. 

• Mike Roles: A lot of it comes down to listening. How many people know what’s going on in Rhode 
Island’s low-income communities? 

• Ken Filarski: Also think about changing the time of the meeting. 
• Barry: I think environmental justice issues are important, but the environmental battles fought in Rhode 

Island have not necessarily been fought in those low-income communities. I caution that political power 
in the state is in Johnston and Cranston – helping EJ communities could take us too far away from those 
issues. 

• Mal Skowron: Make it clearer what ECRI resources there are to offer and make communications better. 
• Meg Kerr: It’s so important for all of us to talk about what we can do. What ECRI can do is what each of 

us individually can do, and that’s it. A reality check. The reason I’m ECRI president is that no one else 
wanted to do it. Everyone needs to step up to do even the little bit that we do now, and if we want to do 
different things, something needs to come off our plates. 

• Nicole DiPaolo: Working smarter not harder. Look at what ECRI members are doing already and partner 
strategically with them. 

• Jen West: Helped with RI Woodland Partnership strategic plan, they looked at their work plans to see if 
anything aligned with the tasks that the Woodland Partnership wanted to do. People got buy-in from 
their supervisors to do work they already wanted to do under the woodland partnership. 

• Michelle: There are some things that would be easy for CWA to do, want to know who needs those 
skills. 

• Ken: Let’s focus on what we do and what we do best. Clearinghouse. Coordinate, cooperate, collaborate. 
• Mike Roles: Mutual collaboration, see how skill share can happen. 
• Eugenia: ExComm should look at the Vice President role – I could be tasked to go out to the 

organizations that don’t show up. 
• Judee: Bringing environmental justice more thoroughly into our work is a question of a lens not a larger 

pile of work. There’s a problem if everyone in the room is from the same race and socioeconomic class 
and gender. 

• Lauren Moore: Make our resources more clear. We all know what each other do 
• Greg Gerrit: How I define my job is doing a lot of the resource connections that people are mentioning. 

We do have a small capacity and that’s to respond to questions that are asked and to point people to 
resources. NWF is asking this same questions about equity and diversity – we need to move in that 
direction. 

• Nicole DiPaolo: Greg’s role is great – let’s publicize these resources more fully. 
• Sue: There’s a description of every org on the website – please look at your own group description and 

send edits for Sue. 
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5. Reports: Pol Comm  (John Berard) 

• Kai: We had a great coffee hour. 20-30 legislators attended. It went well and people had good 
conversations and many of the people who showed up will be sponsoring legislation with us. 

• Next year, start by inviting the leader of the house and senate president 
• Global Warming Solutions Act – working with the Governor’s staff 
• Next meeting is 4:30pm next Monday at CWA – come to PolComm to discuss issues that are a priority 

for your organization, PolComm decides emerging priorities with member input 

6. Reports from ECRI fiscal agency projects 

Green Infrastructure Coalition (Meg) 
• Last year, GIC reached out to environmental business community, involved engineers interested in 

designing and implementing stormwater projects. This has been a success. 
• If you’re involved in a stormwater or green infrastructure related project, please tell John so he can come 

take pictures. They have a digest that goes out monthly. 

Energize Coalition (Priscilla) 
• Campaign is on-hold now. Going to be going over findings from legal investigation now. 
• Looking at recommendations to make to ECRI and Energize to ensure that processes are strong and 

streamlined. 
• Meg: There’s also a need for ECRI to be a better fiscal agent, another important piece of work that needs 

to get done amidst our discussion of future plans in the retreat conversation. 

School Recycling Club/Triple M Productions (Chris Ratcliffe) 
• Video showing for ECRI 
• Meg Kerr: Someone else should watch this before we decide to screen it; it is being shown on public 

television already 

7. Announcements (all) 
• Nicole DiPaolo: Film showing at Brown about Sunrise and Green New Deal 
• Nicole DiPaolo: Vineyard Wind Offshore Wind Project – historic agreement reached between Vineyard 

Wind and CLF to protect a whale species 
• Rich Dionne: Letter sent to the governor to oppose Invenergy plant; Meg took a step to help facilitate a 

meeting with the Governor and her staff. Rich, Meg, and Jason met with Rosemary Powers today to 
discuss issues related to the process being followed for the Invenergy application. 

• Lauren Moore: Blog about the agreement between NWF, Vineyard Wind, and CLF. Department of 
Health to regulate PFAS chemicals. 

• John Berard: Plastics Task Force Meetings led by John, these are open to the public and John can answer 
questions about it. 

• John Berard: Peer award for environment leaders at CWA Breakfast of Champions. 
• Angel Lopez: Land and Water Sovereignty Project – met Saturday at 2pm. See Angell if you want to be 

on the email list. Looking at ways to stop the privatization and monetization of Providence Water. 
• Eugenia Marks: Article in the New Yorker “The Widening Gyre” about plastics. Film showing coming 
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up Feb 11 called “The Nuns, the Priests, and the Bombs” at the Metcalf Research Building by Brown 
War Watch. 

• Mal Skowron: March 23 Audubon and GEC hosting an energy fair.  
• Greg Gerrit: Donate items for Tisdale raffle.  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